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Preparing The Food & Agribusiness Industry
For The New World
Mirjana Prica, Managing Director, Food Innovation Australia
Darrell Mann, Systematic Innovation Network

For the past four years, we at Food Innovation Australia Limited (or FIAL) have been
studying (Reference 1) the drivers of industry development within the Australian food and
agribusiness sector. We did this by analysing the language or words of stakeholders
across the sector. This has provided a window to the beliefs underpinning business
decision-making, which has helped us understand how these are shaping the culture of
the industry. These beliefs are influencing decision-maker’s perceptions about market
conditions and opportunities in Australia and overseas. They are also influencing the
willingness of people to take on risk around capital and innovation investment. The end
result of such thinking is observed in the way businesses’ behave towards each other and
to market opportunities, and the type of activities undertaken across the sector.
Using anonymised narrative data scraped from a variety of sources, from social media
feeds, to media articles, to company literature, and putting it through the PanSensic
software, we were able to take a pulse of the industry culture. Through approximately a
terabyte of unstructured narrative every month, we have been able to look for changes in
sentiments being expressed, thinking styles and emotional maturity.
Over the past four years, the majority of the indicators have been very stable. Towards the
end of 2019, however, we began to notice some significant pattern shifts. These shifts
were further exaggerated following the unprecedented turbulent events of 2019 and 2020,
namely the Australian Black Summer fires and floods, and then the COVID-19 pandemic.
The first thing we noticed was a marked shift in an analysis tool we built to look at
emotional maturity (Reference 2). The foundations of this tool were laid by Dr Allan
Hunter in his book, ‘Stories We Need To Know’ (Reference 3). Like Joseph Campbell
before him, Hunter made an intensive study of Western literature in order to establish the
presence or otherwise of universal themes and archetypes.
Hunter revealed six different archetypes describing six distinctly different levels of
maturity. The Six Archetypes are metaphors for the mileposts we can attain as we go
through all aspects of our lives. As Hunter began to study the idea of stages of personal
development in literature, he discovered that characters always passed through the same
six stages, always in the same order and always faced the same basic types of tests. The
six stages, starting from the one we all begin our lives at are: The Innocent, The Orphan,
The Pilgrim, The Warrior-Lover, The Monarch, and The Magician. The same pattern
begins again, when we become adults entering the world of work. And it is that world of
work that we focus on here:
We start our working lives (and especially starting our own enterprises) as Innocents, as
babies, as naïve newcomers. We are ‘unconsciously incompetent’. We don’t know the
rules, and so we have a desire to attach to others and trust them. Often unconditionally.
Innocents don’t have an understanding of the world around them, and so, if the support we
seek is absent, we often become bewildered and stuck.
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Unfortunately, innocence is not a realistic stratagem to work by. Children are warned not
to trust all adults, and especially not strangers with candy. All is not well in paradise.
Parents are not perfect, and mother and father can’t always make everything better. This
recognition is the start of the (‘consciously incompetent’) Orphan phase: The Orphan
realises that all is not perfect but agrees to attach to others anyway, for safety, and so we
seek to be ‘adopted’ by people we think are safe. When things go wrong, as they
inevitably do in complex business environments, orphans tend to become disillusioned,
and then angry at the way they have been ‘unfairly’ treated.
Assuming Orphans pass through this ‘alone in the world’ crisis – just as we all have to
leave school, leave our parents, leave home, or we can’t find who we are when we are on
our own – we make a decision to move forward on a path we think is the ‘right’ one. We
become Pilgrims. As Pilgrims we leave behind conventional comforts, we take to the road
looking for meaning, which often means we go looking for the sense of purpose. Our
decision may not be the right one, of course, but we realise we have to try something. If it
turns out we’re on something like the right track – the business begins to grow for example
– we enter a stage of some form of conscious competence, such that they could make a
claim that transformed them into people who had taken on a real cause. We become
Warriors. The stage at which we begin to make a real commitment to our (business)
cause. The hands-on Warrior, being successful, begins to allow more space for others.
Trust is born, and when established the Warrior ceases to be a one man or one-woman
army and becomes, instead, a Monarch. The boss! The authority figure! This is the
person others turn to for the right way to do things.
So, what is the significance of this?
Firstly, the main changes we’ve observed in the last six months are sharp rises in the
proportion of ‘Innocent’ and ‘Orphans’ in the Australian food and agribusiness industry:
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Over a third of all businesses now find themselves in this ‘Innocent’ category. These
businesses are looking at the increasingly VUCA world around them and realise they have
no idea how to respond.
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In VUCA-times, one thing that is very clear from previous economic and societal crises is
that it is the person or organisation that can learn the fastest wins. When the old rules of
business don’t apply any more, there is no possibility to sit and wait for someone else to
find the way. We all have to try new things, see what works, and then try doing more of
that. This is a strategy that Innocents and Orphans tend not to do. They want
‘unconditional love’ and someone to trust, but when no-one seems to know the rules
anymore, it is difficult to see where the voice of reason emerges.
Sometimes, it comes from the Monarch archetypes. Here’s what’s happened to these –
rarer – people in the past few months:
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Interestingly, in January and particularly February, a lot of Monarchs appeared to stand up
and be counted. The January fires and February floods were unprecedented in scale, but
nevertheless, the rising tide of Monarchs suggests those that had experienced fire and
flood in the past were coming to the fore. Then came March and society’s shift into the
‘unprecedented’ entered new levels with the exponential arrival of coronavirus. The
Monarchs dropped to their lowest ever level. Monarchs know their way of doing things, but
that is a long way away from being willing and able to learn new things.
When we combine this archetype analysis with another that we regularly assess – thinking
styles (Reference 4) – we see the temporary rise in Monarch-like behaviour correlating
very closely with a sharp rise in Feudal ‘my way’ kind of thinking:
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Here’s how we might summarise what these three graphs are trying to tell us:
Late 2019: ‘the world seems to be getting a little more complex and difficult to understand
and I’m less sure what I should be doing’
January/February 2020: majority: ‘this is scary, I’ve got no idea what’s happening.’
Minority: ‘step back, leave me to it, I’ve seen this before and let me fix it.’
March 2020: ‘nope, now I don’t have a clue either’
The people that understand the idea of ‘learning fast’ in order to get through ‘Crisis
Periods,’ to get back to Hunter for a second, is the ‘Magician’ Archetype (in mythological
terms, think Merlin to King Arthur). Our analysis of this archetype over the same period
reveals that in the food industry, there is a very small percentage of these types –
averaging 4% of the total number of people working in and managing the sector – and the
oscillation is indicating there is some uncertainty about whether to play the game or not.
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The FIAL Leadership Program (5) is about creating more of these type of individuals by
enhancing their effectiveness as leaders and upgrading their personal operating system.
This enables them to teach the Monarchs on how the emerging New World plays out,
whilst calming the Innocents and Orphans by showing them a trusted way forward.
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Case Study: Barnes Wallis’ ‘Bouncing Bomb’

I happened to grow up at a time when the Dambusters WWII movie seemed to be in
constant rotation on British television. When I was seven, Barnes Wallis was my hero. Not
much has changed since. Reading his biography in my early-teens serving to cement my
admiration. Recently, I was thinking of doing a whole series of Barnes Wallis case studies
and bundling them all together. Then I realised that each one probably merited its own
space. Wallis designs aren’t the stuff of simply finding a contradiction and solving it with an
Inventive Principle. In my book, he’s one of the world’s greatest exemplars of solving a
first problem, then the problem that comes after it, and then solving the one that comes
after that. Reverse engineer a Barnes Wallis solution and we’ll find illustrations of
sometimes dozens of Inventive Principles. None of his designs illustrates the point better
than the one he’s perhaps most famous for: the bouncing bomb.
By 1942, the world had worked out that the best way to destroy an enemy dam was to
create an underwater explosion close to the base of the dam. The resulting ‘bubble pulse’
effect allowed a relatively small explosive charge to be greatly magnified. 1942 being the
middle of the Second World War, meant a period of quite literal evolutionary arms-races.
As soon as one side works out how to destroy the infrastructure of the other, there is an
imperative to find solutions to prevent such destruction from taking place. The relatively
simple solution to the ‘bubble-pulse’ strategy was to insert anti-torpedo nets far enough
upstream of the dam wall to prevent explosives from reaching the dam. In 1942, Barnes
Wallis sought to take the arms-race another step further: how to get past the anti-torpedo
nets? In April, Wallis published a paper ‘Spherical Bomb – Surface Torpedo’ in which he
described a method of attack where a weapon would be bounced over water until it struck
its target, then sink to explode underwater, much like a depth charge. Bouncing it across
the surface would allow it to be aimed directly at its target, while avoiding the underwater
nets.
The basic concept looked something like this:
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Figure 1: The Dambuster Challenge

Having a design concept is, of course, just the start of the process of creating a viable,
implementable solution. Had Wallis had access to TRIZ, he might have constructed a
hierarchy of problems that looked something like this:
Broader Problem

disrupting production
restricts weapon
production & speeds the
end of the War

ending the War

Broader Problem

other ways to disrupt
production?
disrupt factories
below the dam
Original Problem(start here)
Why do I want to solve
this problem?
Why else?

destroy the dam

Narrower Problem

How to get past the nets?
How to remove the nets?
Narrower Problem

planes fly too fast and/or high.
how to delay bomb detonation

Narrower Problems

Slowing the bomb
Increasing the drop zone area
Protect bomb when it hits wall

What’s stopping me
solving this problem?
What else?

need to reach bottom
of dam and there are
anti-torpedo nets
blocking
1) can’t target bombs
accurately enough
2) going over the nets
means we can’t get to the
bottom of the dam.

1) Bomb travelling too fast
2) drop-zone too small
3) how to sink the bomb
before it detonates?

Figure 2: Dambusters Why-What’s Stopping Analysis
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Having constructed this kind of hierarchy, we can start to think about the contradictions at
each of the different levels. At the next levels down from the original ‘destroy the dam’
problem statement, we see the focus of Wallis’ paper: how to get past the nets when it’s
not possible to target accurately enough. Where the reason it’s not possible to target
accurately enough is because, if the explosive device is being carried by an aircraft, the
plane is flying either or both too fast or too high.
This is quite a difficult problem to map on to the Contradiction Matrix. Partly because
solutions for destroying the world aren’t regular jobs for engineers. So, when we’re trying
to map ‘targeting’ onto the Matrix parameters, because there isn’t a good match (‘ability to
measure’ or ‘measurement accuracy’ would probably be the closest), we need to think
about what targeting actually means. As far as we can tell, if we’re dropping a device from
an aircraft, targeting is all about how big or small the area within which our device must be
dropped. If, for example, we decided that the best way to target the device would be to
drop it immediately adjacent to the dam wall, that’s a very small area we need to hit. By
way of calibrating the reader, as late as 1941, less than 10% of bombs were falling within
5 miles of their targets. That’s a pretty big problem if you’re trying to hit a dam. Thought of
as an area problem, then, the first contradiction can be mapped something like this:

Figure 3: Mapping The Targeting Contradiction

Interesting to see Inventive Principle 17, Another Dimension, at the head of this list since
that was effectively the strategy of going over the top of the nets. Second on the list is
Principle 14, Spheroidality. Here we get a couple of clues – used curved things, and use
rotary motion.
(Also of note, perhaps, is the presence of Principle 28, Mechanics Substitution, in the list –
today the targeting problem would most likely be solved using a laser-guided solution…
sadly a capability not available to Wallis back in 1942.)
It’s good that TRIZ would have given us the ‘go over the top’ idea, and, even better the
ideas about curvature and spinning, but the TRIZ list doesn’t give us the real clue that
unlocked Wallis’ solution. Having a bomb that ‘bounces’ would have needed a clue like
Principle 8, Anti-Weight (‘where the weight of an object causes problems, use other forces
– hydrodynamic, buoyancy, etc’). The fact that Principle 8 doesn’t feature in the top 13
Principles in the Matrix list is an important point of note. Several points. Firstly, that the
ranked list of Principles is all about frequency of use. The fact that Principle 8 isn’t in the
top 13, means that not very many people have deployed this strategy. I take this as
another big tick in the ‘Barnes Wallis heroism’ box. Solving the problem by bouncing the
bomb (like skimming stones) was and probably still is very counter-intuitive and most
definitely not a ‘frequently’ used strategy.
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Meanwhile, the back-spin rotation part of the story gave a number of side benefits - it was
there to give the bomb a lift force that would ease impact when it hit the water, and then,
when the bomb reached the dam wall it helped with the downward motion to the base of
the dam… essentially a lateral force, making use of the Magnus effect.
Let’s have a look at some of the other challenges that had to be solved…
First, a relatively simple one: once we’ve got the bomb past the nets, we don’t want it to
explode until it has sunk to the right depth. Nothing beyond the existing knowledge of the
time here – use a depth-charge type fuse that sensed pressure changes as the bomb
sank. Here’s what that problem looks like on the Matrix:

Figure 4: The Detonation Timing Contradiction

Principle 10, Prior Action: delayed fuse, set to explode at a pre-determined depth.
Principle 37, Relative Change: use pressure change versus depth as the detonation
signal.
Simple.
Slightly more complicated: trials of the bouncing bomb revealed that the altitude of the
aircraft was important to achieve the right bounce trajectory. The optimum altitude was
found to be a rather scary 60ft. Which then created the problem how to measure the
height, when the usual pressure-based method of measuring altitude was no longer
sensitive enough. Here’s what the Matrix has to say about this problem:

Figure 5: The Altitude Measurement Problem

Wallis’ solution:
Principle 28, Mechanics Substitution, use a ‘field’ - lights
Principle 1, Segmentation - two lights
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Principle 10, Prior Action – preset the angle of the lights so their beams converge into a
single spot when the aircraft is at the right altitude.

Figure 6: Wallis’ Original Bouncing Bomb Sketch

Next up, Wallis’ work on other bombs, airships, lightweight structures, swing-wing aircraft,
supersonic aircraft and vertical take-off and landing aircraft.
You never know, we might end up with a Barnes Wallis specific version of the
Contradiction Matrix.
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Not So Funny – 40 Inventive (Demonstration) Principles

What’s definitely not funny in the world right now is the sight of hundreds of thousands of
citizens out on the streets feeling a need to protest at what’s happening in their world.
Especially in light of the fact that they’re doing it during a time of social distancing. Protest
is a serious thing. Mostly. Some protestors, on the other hand…
1. Segmentation

3. Local Quality

4. Asymmetry

2. Taking Out
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5. Merging

8. Counterweight

6. Universality

9. Prior Counter-Action

7. ‘Nested Doll’

10. Prior Action
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11. Prior Cushioning

14. Spheroidality

15. Dynamics

12. Equipotentiality

16. Slightly Less/Slightly More

13. ‘The Other Way Round’
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17. Another Dimension

20. Continuity of Useful Action

21. Hurrying

18. Vibration

(When you ask Grandma to print the sign for you)

22. ‘Blessing in Disguise’

19. Periodic Action
23. Feedback
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24. Intermediary

27. Cheap/Short Living

25. Self-Service

28. Mechanics Substitution

26. Copying

29. Fluidity
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30. Thin & Flexible

33. Homogeneity

34. Discarding and Recovering
31. Holes

35. Parameter Changes

32. Colour Changes
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36. Phase Transitions

39. Calmed Atmosphere

40. Composite Structures

37. Relative Change

38. Enriched Atmosphere
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Patent of the Month – Focused Ultrasound Treatment

Patent of the month this month takes us on a rare trip to Canada. The Sunnybrook
Research Institute in Toronto to be precise. US10,702,244 was granted to a pair of
inventors at the Institute on July 7.
We find ourselves again in the ‘is there anything ultrasound can’t do?’ territory. This time
another healthcare challenge, described by the inventors as follows:
The field of the invention is systems and methods for focused ultrasound. More particularly, the
invention relates to systems and methods for controlling the delivery of focused ultrasound.
Focused ultrasound ("FUS") disruption of the blood-brain barrier ("BBB") using circulating
microbubbles is a field of increasing research with the potential to revolutionize treatment of brain
and central nervous system ("CNS") disorders. The BBB prevents passage of molecules from the
vasculature into the brain tissue when the molecules are larger than around five hundred Daltons,
thereby significantly reducing the efficacy of pharmaceutical and other agents.
Currently, the greatest limitation for the clinical translation of FUS BBB disruption ("BBBD") is the
lack of a real-time technique for monitoring the delivery of FUS to the subject. Disruption can be
evaluated using contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging ("MRI"), but such methods
provide insufficient temporal resolution to provide real-time feedback.
The introduction of ultrasound contrast agents, such as microbubble contrast agents, to the brain
can be seen as a safety concern, especially when using transcranial FUS. Moreover, the use of
ultrasound in the skull cavity has been known to make estimation of in situ pressure magnitudes
and distributions more difficult, as described by M. A. O'Reilly, et al., in "The Impact of Standing
Wave Effects on Transcranial Focused Ultrasound Disruption of the Blood-Brain Barrier in a Rat
Model," Phys. Med. Biol., 2010; 55:5251-5267. This increased difficulty in pressure estimation
when using transcranial ultrasound highlights the need for a real-time technique to monitor the
microbubble behavior during FUS induced BBBD.
It would be desirable to provide a system and method for controlling the delivery of ultrasound
energy to a subject such that blood-brain barrier disruption can be achieved without injury to the
subject.

Here’s one that’s relatively easy to map on to the Contradiction Matrix…
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And the solution developed by the inventors?
1. A focused ultrasound system comprising: a transducer for delivering ultrasound energy to a
subject; a signal detector for detecting acoustic signals; a processor in communication with the
transducer and the signal detector, the processor being configured to: receive an acoustic signal
from the signal detector; produce a signal spectrum from the received acoustic signal; analyze the
produced signal spectrum to identify whether at least one of subharmonics and ultraharmonics are
present therein; select a pressure value setting using the analyzed signal spectrum by setting an
initial value for the pressure value setting and after analyzing the signal spectrum: increasing the
pressure value setting until at least one of subharmonics and ultraharmonics are first identified in
the signal spectrum; and decreasing the pressure value setting according to a setting to a target
level as a normalized value of pressure for the at least one of least one of subharmonics and
ultraharmonics when at least one of subharmonics and ultraharmonics are identified in the signal
spectrum; and direct the transducer to generate ultrasound energy so as to produce cavitation of
an ultrasound contrast agent at the selected pressure value setting.

A bit of a mouthful, but nevertheless pretty easy to spot the Inventive Principle: come in
Principle 18, Vibration, and specifically 18E, ‘use combined field oscillations’.
Easy from a contradiction perspective. Perhaps even easier – and one of the main
reasons we selected the patent – is that it makes for a very elegant example of the last
stage of the Rhythm Coordination trend:

Continuous
Action

Periodic
Action

Use of
Resonance

Use of
Harmonics

The jump is an ‘obvious’ one. Or maybe it’s not? Since almost no-one has taken their
solution all the way to the end of the rhythm road. Maybe the Sunnybrook Research
Institute has just given us all a timely reminder?
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Best of the Month – A Thousand Years Of Nonlinear History

Contradiction time. Here’s one of the most important book we’ve championed in a long
time, but at the same time it is probably one of the most challenging. Not sure if we can
solve that contradiction here, but we’ll give it a go before we reach the end of this short
review…
History is always written by the victors. So goes the oft used adage. Usually as a way of
helping to recognise that history books are largely works of fiction. Sorry, historians. The
other reason capturing a meaningful, truthful record of what’s happened in the past is so
difficult is that it requires an understanding of complexity and complex systems.
Something that no historian I’ve ever met or read has even the vaguest notion about.
Sorry, historians, Part 2.
If historians understood complexity, they would understand that any form of top-down
analysis is doomed to failure. History is emergent. Tiny events can easily turn into worldchanging ones. The flapping wings of a 19th Century butterfly, in other words, can easily
lead to a 21st Century pandemic.
Enter historian/writer/philosopher/artist, Manuel De Landa. A person that actually does
understand complex adaptive systems, and the consequent need to examine history
through a bottom-up, first-principles lens. Not only that, but also to recognise the
importance of contradictions, step-changes, bifurcations, feedback loops, self-organisation
and Butterfly Effects.
What we then end up with is a genuine tour-de-force of a history book. The last thousand
years of human history told through three long ‘chapters’ – one focusing on infrastructure
(spoiler alert: a lot of how we got here comes from the emergence of cities), one on people
(‘flesh and genes’) and one on language (‘memes and norms’). The latter being, in effect,
all of the ‘between’ stuff so crucial to the understanding of complex systems.
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Whether you’re prepared to devote thirty-forty hours ploughing through the book, I’m not
sure. I found the investment was worth it, and I’m not desperately interested in history or
looking back, so that probably says something. And so, back to our contradiction – lots of
great but challenging content. Should you or shouldn’t you? Enter Principle 28, and a
pretty good De Landa lecture from just after the book’s publication in 1997. Take out the
first few minutes of introductions, and the last fifteen minutes of Q&A, and its possible to
get a pretty good insight into what the book’s all about, and how it offers the potential to
completely re-frame how you think about history ever after. Here’s the place to go:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3aE3Z6llMc.
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Wow In Music – Love Is Lost

“Love Is Lost,” is one of the great tracks on David Bowie’s penultimate album, The Next
Day. It finds an older man talking up the years to an older self. “It’s the darkest hour,” he
begins, mainly hovering on the root note. “You’re 22.” The year when he and his first love,
Hermione Farthingale, broke up, the year when he wrote “Space Oddity.” When you’re
developing as an artist, when “your voice is new,” that’s when love can really fork you off
the path, send you off into the woods.
The refrain, merely the last bars of the verse, is a spin of words: love is lost, lost is love.
Echoes come from everywhere, books (Love’s Labour’s Lost), lost friends (John Lennon’s
“Love“: “love is real, real is love”) and, of course, “Soul Love” again: all I have is my love of
love, and love is not loving. The last phrase bites the hardest. Love is not loving. Lost is
love. Love only exists when it’s absent.
The music deepens the trap. Crouched in a bleak B-flat minor, the only movement comes
from a descending eighth-note bassline (G#-F#-Eb) and Bowie’s organ, on which he
keeps the same hand shape and moves it down the keyboard, keeping to black keys,
playing two-note chords.* It’s how Bowie wrote “Changes” and “Bombers” and other piano
pieces during his compositional breakthrough of 1970-1971—hold one position, then move
around the board like a chessman. See what happens.
And yet more echoes: Tony Visconti “Harmonizing” (Principle 18) the tone of Zachary
Alford’s snare to summon the loud ghosts of Low. Or Gerry Leonard’s lead guitar, which
he wanted to sound like Peter Green on old Fleetwood Mac records. Or the refrain of
“Sexy Sadie,” heard in the later verses: what have you done? oh what have you done?
(“You made a fool of everyone,” a ghost sings back.)
Bowie uses the bridge, as often on the album, as a feint, a false ray of hope. A grand
(Principle 17) move to E major, escape at last. (The engineer Mario McNulty: “One part he
played on the bridge of “Love Is Lost” made me shiver. The chord progression came out of
nowhere when David put it down on the Trinity; it was pure magic”.) But the perspective
remains back in the safe house; it’s someone looking through the blinds to spy upon the
street, or staring into the mirror. Love as an induction, as a maze with no exit; after eight
bars, an A major chord sends you hurtling back down to B-flat minor again.
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And then the voices. Bowie’s love of the grotesque has been a constant of his life, from
the Dalek rant of “We Are Hungry Men,” to the gargoyles of “After All” and “Bewlay
Brothers,” to the smacked-out mumbler on “Ashes to Ashes” to the bedlam shrieks in the
1. Outside tracks. Here his backing vocals are, as he sings, “the lunatic men,” the goon
squad (they’ve come to town—beep beep!) who torture those trapped in love. Say HELLO
HELLO! they chant, working the winches (“hello! hello!” a Silesian choir sings, on a record
playing in a haunted chateau in 1976). TELL THEM ALL YOU KNOW! and the last rising
waves of You KNOW…YOU KNOW! …YOU KNOW! …YOU KNOW!
It’s a hell of one’s happy devising. The old man tried to warn you, but look what you’ve
gone and done. No use. Hard stop. Cut lights. Strike set.
If the 3 minutes and 57 seconds of the album version are great, James Murphy’s tenminute remix of the song, which Bowie considered essential enough to include on his most
recent hits compilation, took the song out of its box and to a whole new (Principle 40)
composite level.
To a track already freighted with the past, Murphy layered in more callbacks, scribbled
more lines upon the palimpsest. Most notably Steve Reich’s “Clapping Music” (hence the
subtitle), which becomes the fulcrum of the new beat, and, of course, Roy Bittan’s
keyboard line from “Ashes to Ashes,” which appears like a special guest on a variety
show, entering at a peak moment to rounds of applause. Murphy (Principle 13) reversed
the song’s mood-charts. The verses now seem sharper, more aggressive, where the
bridge, instead of offering escape, becomes the cold heart of the track—Bowie’s vocal,
freed from the major chord underpinnings, is left morosely hanging like a pennant in the
air.
If it had been the last thing Bowie released, it would have been an amazing testament to
his career-long boundary-pushing creativity. As it turned out, there was more of that to
come in the form of his final album, Black Star, three years later. But that’s a story for
another ‘wow’ day.
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Investments – Shadow Effect Energy Generator

It sounds like something from a sci-fi movie, but the newly revealed Shadow-Effect Energy
Generator (SEG) is a real prototype device. The fascinating concept could help us to
transform the way renewable energy is generated indoors.
The prototype is still at a relatively early stage, and so we shouldn’t be too surprised that it
contain a lot of untapped evolution potential at the moment. That said, there seems to be
one fairly obvious evolution jump that could immediately enhance performance. As you
read the development team’s words below, you might like to think about what that next
jump might be…
The SEG uses the contrast between darkness and light to produce electricity. It's made up
of a series of thin strips of gold film on a silicon wafer, placed on top of a flexible plastic
base.
Whereas shadows are usually a problem for renewable solar energy production, here
they're actually harnessed to keep on generating power. The technology - which is
cheaper to produce than a typical solar cell, according to its developers - produces small
amounts of power and could be used in mobile gadgets, for example.
"Shadows are omnipresent, and we often take them for granted," says materials scientist
Tan Swee Ching, from the National University of Singapore (NUS). "In conventional
photovoltaic or optoelectronic applications where a steady source of light is used to power
devices, the presence of shadows is undesirable, since it degrades the performance of
devices.
"In this work, we capitalised on the illumination contrast caused by shadows as an indirect
source of power. The contrast in illumination induces a voltage difference between the
shadow and illuminated sections, resulting in an electric current. This novel concept of
harvesting energy in the presence of shadows is unprecedented."
It's that contrast between shadow and light that really makes the SEG device effective:
under shifting shadows, the Shadow-Effect Energy Generator is twice as effective as
conventional solar cells under the same conditions, the team discovered.
When the SEG is completely in shadow, or fully in the light (when the voltages across the
strips are all similar), it produces a very low amount of electricity, or nothing at all.
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With passing shadows – caused by clouds or waving tree branches perhaps, or simply the
movement of the Sun – the device is able to generate enough power (1.2 V) to run a
digital watch, the team demonstrated. That could well be boosted in the future, too.
"We also found that the optimum surface area for electricity generation is when half of the
SEG cell is illuminated and the other half in shadow, as this gives enough area for charge
generation and collection respectively," says physicist Andrew Wee, from NUS.
The SEG also doubles up as a sensor: it can log shadows passing over it to record the
movement of objects passing by. That could have various applications in connected smart
home devices, for example, and could even be used to create self-powered sensors.
There's plenty of work still to do, though – the researchers now want to try and bring down
the cost of their SEG, perhaps by replacing the gold film with a different material. It could
also be adapted for wearable use further down the line.
In the future, the more ways we have of producing renewable electricity, the more
imaginative we can get with our gadgets, and the less we need to rely on fossil fuel for
energy production. Shadows can now be added to the list of alternative energy sources,
alongside snowfall and the cold of outer space.
"With its cost-efficiency, simplicity and stability, our SEG offers a promising architecture to
generate green energy from ambient conditions to power electronics, and as a part of a
smart sensor systems, especially in buildings," write the researchers in their published
paper.
The research has been published in Energy & Environmental Science.

Any thoughts on the jump?
Did they have anything to do with Principle 17? Specifically 17E?
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Generational Cycles – Slang

Boomers, Generation X, millennials—every 20 years or so we name a new generation.
We characterize them by cultural shifts in fashion (bell-bottoms!), musical styles (grunge!),
and food preferences (kale!). But generations can also be characterized by language, as
seen in a 2016 book by Allan Metcalf, From Skedaddle to Selfie. The expressions that rise
to prominence at particular times often reveal surprising things about who we are. Not just
as individuals, but also how one generation seeks to distinguish itself from the one before.
Slang is a way to escape from the influence of our parents, using words that only our
peers understand. Metcalf’s book is a self-declared work of art rather than science, and as
such needs to be treated, first and foremost as a bit of fun. That said, there are multiple
insightful moments peppered through the content:
When the nation was young, members of the Transcendental Generation (born 1792 to
1821) had a spiritual, authority-questioning bent. They brought transcendental into the
general vocabulary. They also, writes Metcalf, “bequeathed to the country its greatest and
most successful word”: OK. First used by a Boston newspaper editor as an intentionally
misspelled, jokey abbreviation of “all correct”—similar to the publishing industry’s term TK
to indicate material “to come”—the expression took off during the 1840 re-election
campaign of Martin Van Buren, who was also known as Old Kinderhook. His supporters
set up OK clubs, jauntily suggesting he was “oll korrect.” Detractors quickly turned the new
word around to criticize Van Buren (he’s “orfully konfused!”) and his predecessor Andrew
Jackson (so illiterate he couldn’t spell all correct!). Eventually everyone forgot where OK
came from, and it became an all-purpose staple.
After the Transcendentals came the Gilded Generation (born 1822 to 1842). They were
“gilded” since they would witness great economic expansion. During the Civil War, they
coined skedaddle as a mocking description of an enemy beating a “hasty and
disorganised retreat.” When the Union army was defeated at the Battle of Bull Run,
Southerners referred to the retreat as “The Great Skedaddle.” Northerners threw the insult
right back: A newspaper report called it “a phrase the Union boys up here apply to the
good use the seceshers make of their legs in time of danger.” This made-up word with a
silly sound brought a little levity in dark times.
Born around the upheavals of war, the Missionary Generation (born 1860 to 1882)
became idealistic, politically active adults. They gave us sweatshop in their fight for
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workers’ rights. Not all new words were so serious: The Missionaries also gave us fan. In
1885, a sportswriter was compelled to explain that fan was “base ball slang” for fanatic.
That explanation soon became unnecessary.
The Lost Generation (born 1883 to 1900) had to contend with World War I as they came of
age. They seemed to have lost their way spiritually and, according to their elders, morally.
They filled the Roaring ’20s with words like flapper, speak-easy, and jazz—and they were
also the first to use sexy. According to Metcalf, “until the 20th century, nobody was sexy.”
At first the word described risqué content or temptations—like “sexy” magazines, books, or
plays—or the feelings they might inspire. Later it became an approving way to describe a
person, and anything generally exciting.
The GI Generation (born 1901 to 1924) fought World War II or stayed home and rationed,
scrimped, and saved to help the war effort. People started to smuggle home their
restaurant leftovers to give to the family pet. “And so to prevent loss of napkins, or
perhaps to encourage patriotic frugality,” restaurants started providing doggie bags.
Trick or treat came from the Silent Generation, born during the Great Depression.
Characterized as sedate and ready to conform, they became bobby-soxers and wore gray
flannel suits, but as kids they coined the common Halloween request, which was a bit
more polite than the previous “Shell out!”
Tooth fairy took flight with the Boomer Generation (born 1943 to 1960), who also gave us
hippie, yuppie, psychedelic, and groovy. They lost their baby teeth in a time of optimism,
prosperity, Disney films, and Tinkerbell. A fairy-run cash-for-teeth scheme made perfect
sense (the going rate then was 10 cents a tooth). A generation can also reinvent an old
word. Fun was a noun long before the slackers and hackers of Generation X (born 1961 to
1981) existed, but their generation turned it into a full adjective, injecting it into “a fun
time,” “a fun call,” “a fun concert,” and the wealth of other types of fun to be had.
Most recently, the so-called Generation Z, ‘Homeland Generation’ (born 2001 and later)
has been doing something different with wait, using it for statements and questions alike.
Metcalf noticed his grandson saying things like, “Wait ... where are we going?” and “Wait
... I’m going over to the neighbour’s house.” It’s both a pause and a request for attention,
and it’s “reminiscent of [Metcalf ’s own] Silent Generation’s thoughtful approach to the
world.” Is the newest generation articulating a distinctive way of viewing the world? It’s too
early to tell, Metcalf concludes: “We’ll have to wait.”
Probably, if the pattern continues, for another 4-5 years. In the meantime, have fun.
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Biology – Butterfly Wing

In theory, butterflies and raindrops don’t make for a great combination: small, delicate
fragile things getting hit by high-speed liquid projectiles. 10m/s in extreme cases. But for
the most part, butterflies deal with their rainstorm predicament admirably. We know this
because someone has spent time with a high-speed camera seeing what happens when
water droplets hit butterfly wings. The study, “How a Raindrop Gets Shattered on
Biological Surfaces,” was published last month in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. The research was conducted at Cornell University. There’s a great
overview (and even better videos) here: https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2020/06/armorbutterfly-wings-protects-against-heavy-rain.
Here's what the problem looks like when mapped on to the Contradiction Matrix:

The research showed how microscale bumps (Principle 3), combined with a nanoscale
layer of wax (Principle 24), shatter and spread these drops to protect fragile surfaces from
physical damage. These are basically the same superhydrophobicity-generating features
that also enable butterflies to stay dry. It’s like a two-for-the-price-of-one magic trick.
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“Nowadays, anyone who wishes to combat lies and ignorance and to write the truth must
overcome at least five difficulties. He must have the courage to write the truth when truth
is everywhere opposed; the keenness to recognize it, although it is everywhere concealed;
the skill to manipulate it as a weapon; the judgment to select those in whose hands it will
be effective; and the running to spread the truth among such persons.”
Bertolt Brecht

CORRECT
“The truth." Dumbledore sighed.
"It is a beautiful and terrible thing,
and should therefore be treated with great caution.”
J.K. Rowling

News
Easing Lockdown
Before everyone gets too used to the idea of doing workshops online, it looks like many
international travel restrictions are now beginning to ease. Second-spike permitting,
Darrell has provisionally organized trips to Ireland and Denmark in September, and
Denmark again in October. Anyone interested in doing something in either place, please
get in touch with Darrell to see if something can be included in the itinerary.
TrenDNA Cards
Following the launch of the ebook version of TrenDNA last month, we’re happy to
announce that we’re following it up with the launch of two electronic versions of the
accompanying Trend cards – the ebook version and a printable version. The aim of the
latter is to enable the cards to be used in their initially conceived form – as physical
objects suitable for live workshop settings.
Everythink
There aren’t too many good things about lockdown, but one of them is definitely our
improved ability to make more reliable estimates of when we’ll deliver some of our long©2020, DLMann, all rights reserved

overdue book projects. We’re happy to announce that the proofs for the Spiral Dynamics
update book, Everythink, were approved earlier this month. Which means the books
should be available for shipping by early August. 288 pages, full-colour print. In our online
shop by the time you read this.

Next Up…
We’re currently doing a ‘best-of-five’ coin toss to decide whether the next book will be the
first in the series of ICMM Journey books (Level 2 to Level 3), ‘The AntiFragile Leader’, or
finally finishing the too-long-overdue, GenerationDNA. Answers on a postcard please…
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Defence – Strategic Project
IT – Innovation Strategy Workshop
Medical Devices – SI Certification Workshops
Agriculture – SI Workshops (Online)
Agriculture – Innovation Project
Automotive – Innovation Strategy Conference
Finance – Innovation Project
Power – Design/Make Project
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